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Samundra Spirit is a quarterly in-house 
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of Maritime Studies (SIMS) for private 
circulation.

Our Editorial Team wants to hear from you!
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samundraspirit@samundra.com

*Please note we reserve the right to publish 
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“Winds in the east, there’s a mist comin’ in
Like somethin’ is brewin’ and ‘bout to begin”.

- Mary Poppins

No, it’s not Mary Poppins descending with her large umbrella but a hesitant autumn dawdling in, 
catching the coat tail of the persistent and bullish summer rain that tormented Lonavala for an 
extended period this summer. While many regular outdoor activities got tucked into the benign 
indoor premises, the spirit was as usual indefatigable as the article updates and photographs in 
this issue amply project. The business as usual with a difference! 

In this autumn issue of Samundra Spirit we have brewed yet another heady cocktail of mind 
boggling experiences, thought provoking analysis, reminisces of years that never leave your 
psyche, the hope and aspirations of the new generation with an undernote of the regular features 
and news. 

Samundra Spirit remains an open field of expression for individual ideas and thoughts of the 
seasoned marine faculty as well as the cadets. We harvest a mixed crop of varied maturity with 
value and our challenge is to put together a balanced diet keeping in mind the interest of the wide 
range of readership we have across the world. We do hope ultimately the magazine provides a 
wholesome reading experience to all our readers for a peep into the amazing world of merchant 
navy and the maritime industry as a whole.

Once again, our seasoned technical, marine faculty and teaching staff have shared a beefy 
chunk of their past sailing experiences in a number of articles on Shipboard hazards, Connecting 
Rod Bolts which will be a source of invaluable practical knowledge for our cadets and new 
generation of officers. Article of Mr. Maneesh Jha on Crisis Management as well “Keeping it 
short and simple…” on board will be an eye opener on effective communication skill for the 
younger generation. Senior Technical Faculty Biju Baben’s article on “Safety and the Extant” will 
be another thought provoking exercise one must not miss!

Article on SIMS initiatives on protecting environment and reducing Carbon Footprint establishes 
its achievements in no uncertain terms. Hearty congratulations to Mr. Viswanathan and his team 
in bringing it out to us in a lucid calculation. We equally commend the contributions from our 
cadets Amit Kumar, Balaji Murugan and Harikrishnan and their mentor Mr. Dilip S.Khara for their 
impressive project report.

All other regular news and features including the graduation report of the B.Tech 03 and Graduate 
Marine Engineering 20th batches have been included in this issue. Our hearty congratulations to 
the graduating cadets, their proud parents, guardians and of course the faculty and staff of SIMS 
who made this happen through their hard work and utter dedication.

Once again, we agree with Mary Poppins, 

“In every job that must be done, there is an element of fun. You find the fun, and – SNAP 
– the job’s a game!”

It was indeed fun, putting up this issue and do hope you will equally enjoy and have fun reading it,

Wishing all our readers a happy and safe Diwali,

Bon Voyage!
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My visit to the Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies (SIMS), Lonavala on 26th August, 2016 
was a great learning experience, especially since I am carrying out the duties of DDG (Training) 
in the Directorate General of Shipping, Mumbai. At the outset, let me congratulate the cadets 
who have displayed very high standard of turnout and conduct during the Passing out Parade 
ceremony. After taking over Training branch 2 months back, I have observed that there is lot of 
scope in improvement of quality education in the Maritime Sector, especially the training and 
courses related to Standards of Training, Certification and Watch Keeping (STCW) Convention, 
2010 under the umbrella of International Maritime Organisation (IMO), the watchdog for 
bringing all the worldwide seafarers under common training standards. Visit to SIMS was like 
dream come true when you witness a very high standard in all the spheres of training right 
from the great ambience, location of the institute amidst nature’s paradise, spacious hostel 
accommodation, state-of-the-art classrooms and administrative building. The eye catcher and 
the extraordinary place in the campus is the huge Ship-in-Campus, with entire machineries and 
equipment in running condition which give actual feel of the ship to the cadets resulting in the 
enhanced quality training, both theory and practical. The institute has not only excelled in the 
training but also in the overall development of the cadets through extra-curricular activities, 
with great emphasis on physical fitness through games & sports. Also the teaching faculty is of 
very high standard which is the backbone of the institute and will ensure cadets passing out are 
professionally sound and ready to take over the challenges and varied tasks on board ships with 
excellence. I wish the institute, principal, faculty and entire management all the very best in their 
endeavor. A very special regards and kudos to Shri Balaji Singh Teeka for his vision in bringing 
Samundra institute to highest pedestal of training standards in India. 

Jai Hind. Happy Sailing

Mr. Sanjay Anchalwar
Deputy Director General of Shipping
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Shipboard Hazards from Electrical Faults

Electrical hazards and the ensuing risk 
onboard to the crew as well as the Ship 
can be severe in nature since the level of 
invisible fault currents can vary from Kilo 
to Mega Amperes.

The SOLAS regulation No.45 vide Chapter 
II-1 deals with the precautions against such 
electrical hazards. These hazards can be 
categorized into two groups:
1) Those causing harm to the Cargo/ Ship/ 

Machinery (Sparks or Fire).
2) Those causing harm to the Crewmembers 

(Electric Shock).

The main reasons for the occurrences of these 
faults are:
1) Insulation failures of machineries or cables 

caused by wear and tear due to mechanical 
damage or overheating. It can also occur 
due to low quality insulation. 

 2) Overload of current in machineries, mainly 
due to bearing failures. Failed Bearings 
(Fig. 1) on motor are caused by poor 
lubrication and wrong alignment after 
reinstallation on repairs. This can also be 
due to mechanical overload beyond the 
capacity of the bearings, especially on the 
load side.

3) Over temperature of running machineries, 
causing damage to motor windings - 
Damaged winding (Fig. 2), which occurs 
mainly because of overheating inside the 
motor, may not be of any electrical fault. 
This is mainly caused due to blockage of 
heat dissipating path or stoppage of cooling 

fan fitted on the non-driving end of the 
motor.

4) Short circuits between live conductors of 
different phases in distribution systems -  
This can occur inside motor terminal box, 
or within a cable due to insulation failures, 
called Treeing. ‘Treeing’ is an electrical 
pre-breakdown phenomenon in solid 
insulation. It is a damaging process due to 
partial discharges and progresses through 
the stressed dielectric insulation in a path 
resembling the branches of a tree. This 
happens when a dry dielectric material is 
subjected to high and divergent electrical 
field stress over a long period of time.

5) Earth faults in any location of the entire 
ship’s electrical distribution system -  These 
hazards are generated mainly due to the 
unsafe usage of the following:

a) Defective sockets/ outlets
b) Broken plugs and torn wires/ cords
c) Plugs with no Earth prongs and abnormal 

tappings from extension boards.
d) Missing covers on various junction boxes
e) Loose fitting or loose connections and 

Insulation failures on Electrical equipments

Normally the Generators in the ships adopt 
Insulated Neutral system of distribution of 
Power, so that any faults occurring (especially 
Earth faults) shall be detected and rectified 
with the quickest possible time, in order to 
obtain a continuous supply for safe navigation. 
This is adopted for Low Voltage systems up to 
1000 Volts.

The other faults like overloading, overheating, 
etc. are continuously monitored during the 
24 hours watch and remedial measures 
are adopted periodically, while operating 
the standby machineries and repairing the 
damaged one, as required for safe navigation.

In case of dangerous cargo vessels, a static 
charge may be created due to some of the 
following unavoidable operations:
1) Liquids flowing through a pipe
2) Spraying or coating
3) Pumping operations
4) Filling of tanks      

Prevention/Protection from Electrical 
Hazards
The most common methods adopted for 
protection in Tankers are BONDING & 
GROUNDING, at all the operational areas 
producing static charges.

Apart from these, specific tripping relays and 
alarms are provided in the entire electrical 
distribution systems starting from the 
Generators, Main Switch Board, Distribution 
Boards, Transformers, Circuit Breakers, 
and Motors, etc. Also, while carrying out 
any electrical work, proper prescribed safe 
working practices need to be followed (such 
as isolation, lockout/ tagout and obtaining 
permit to work, so that occurrence of faults and 
incidents can be prevented.   

All the above safe practices will require proper 
training and experience to ensure a risk-free 
and secure Ship. A successful implementation 
of these processes with an alert Crew is the 
key for managing such Shipboard hazards.  

Mr. K. V. Hariprasad
Faculty Electrical
SIMS, Lonavala

Fig. 2 Damaged windingFig. 1
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The KISS principle, first coined by Kelley 
Johnson, an American engineer noted for 
his contributions to aircraft designs in 
the early 90s, was keep it simple stupid. 
In communications, the principle became 
keep it short and simple or keep it simple 
and straight-forward.

Kelley Johnson was not alone in advocating 
simplicity. Albert Einstein once said ‘everything 
should be made as simple as possible, but no 
simpler’. Like anywhere, simple and concise 
communication is crucial onboard too, as I 
have learnt while sailing as a 2nd Engineer with 
a crew made up of three different nationalities; 
British, Indian and Pilipino. 

The vessel was a five-year-old crude oil tanker 
that was facing issues with its lubricating oil 
filtering system. Upon investigation, the fault 
was traced to a shortcoming in its design 
and the manufacturer pledged to make the 
necessary corrections. 

Since hot work was going to be involved when 
the manufacturer arrive the next day, the ship’s 
staff had to ensure the filtering system was oil-
free. 

Considering the importance of the job, the 
chief engineer took charge of the preparations 
himself. In his brief to the crew, he said that 
“We do not want to depend on only valves 
to isolate the filtering system from the main 
engine lubricating oil line. For safety we will 
remove one section of pipe each from the inlet 
and outlet, and replace it with a blank each, 
to completely negate any chance of any oil 
getting from the main engine into the filtering 
system.  The manufacturers are going to work 
on the system tomorrow and the last thing we 
want to do is to fill up the system with oil.”

As planned, a pipeline each was removed from 
the inlet and outlet side of the system and the 
removed sections were replaced by blanks. 
The system was later emptied of all lubricating 
oil, blown out by air and mopped manually to 
remove all traces of oil. Continuous forced air 
ventilation was provided to ensure than no 
hydrocarbons vapors remained. 

Satisfied that the vessel was prepared for the 
next day’s repairs, the chief engineer left the 
engine room.

The next morning, in preparation for the hot 
work, the requisite permit was being filled up. 
On checking the system, the engineers found 
to their horror, that the system was full of 
lubricating oil!

But the filtering system had been completely 
isolated from the lubricating pipelines. There 
was simply no way that any oil could have 
accidently found its way into the filtering 
system, paving way for a possibility that it 
could be a sabotage! 

The entire crew was immediately summoned 
and upon questioning, a junior engineer 
confessed that it was he who had filled up 
the system with oil. His admission led to the 
following exchange.

“Why would you do such a thing after all the 
efforts we put in yesterday to rid the system of 
each and every drop of oil and oil vapour?” the 
Chief Engineer fumed.

“Sir, you told me to fill it up with oil” the junior 
engineer tried to justify his action; An answer 
that almost sent the chief engineer into the 
orbit!

“What nonsense! Why would I tell you to undo 
all that we have done? And when did I tell you 
that?” Chief engineer bellowed.

“Not just me, sir, you told everyone. Yesterday.” 
Junior engineer replied.

By now, the whole engine room staff were 
bemused and amused in equal measure. 
It might have been funny if it wasn’t so 
dangerous.

“Everyone? Yesterday? Let me hear what I told 
all of you” the Chief engineer, whose temper 
obviously cooled by curiosity, questioned. 

“Sir, you said, the last thing we want to do is 
to fill up the system with oil. After all of you 
left, I was the last engineer left. So I filled 
the system. Did I do wrong?” he asked with 
disarming honesty.

It was difficult for anyone to get angry. But now 
there was much work to do.

Lessons learnt: We deal with people from 
various countries or different levels of 
education, with varied levels of command 
and understanding of the English language. 
Communication is a challenge and it is 
absolutely necessary to keep figures of 
speech, sarcasm, euphemism, etc. out of our 
conversations. It is likely to be misunderstood 
by the listener with misinterpreted 
connotations. 

It is necessary to keep instructions plain, clear 
and simple. It is also necessary to complete 
the communication loop by asking the receptor 
to state his/her full understanding of the 
instructions. 

Keeping it Short and Simple in Communications

Mr. Prasad Godbole
Marine Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

“Why would 
you do such 
a thing?!!”

“But you 
told me 
to, Sir.”

!?!

“...”
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Carbon Footprint and SIMS
Environment protection and Global 
warming reduction is of utmost priority 
to everyone – nations, organizations 
and individuals.  Global warming causes 
climate change by changing weather 
patterns effecting millions of human lives 
as well as flora and fauna.. The change 
in climate patterns is attributed largely 
to the increased levels of atmospheric 
carbon dioxide (CO2), a greenhouse gas, 
produced by the use of fossil fuels. The 
increased CO2 level disrupts the carbon 
cycle, which exchanges carbon between 
the atmosphere, geosphere, hydrosphere 
and biosphere. 

Carbon pollution has increased at an alarming 
pace from less than 300 ppm prior to the 
industrial revolution to over 400 ppm in 2016. 
This disturbing high rate of increase in climate 
disruptions with its subsequent repercussions 
has led many responsible Organizations to 
take action in their own area of expertise to 
reduce carbon emissions.  Carbon footprint 
is one such measure of the environmental 
impact made by a particular individual or 
organization’s lifestyle or operation. It implies 
the mark you leave upon the environment with 
every action that releases harmful gases such 
as CO2. 

Being recognized as a unique and progressive 
Institute within the Maritime Industry, the 
residential campus of Samundra Institute 
of Maritime Studies (SIMS) at Lonavala 
was designed 12 years back, in a way, to 
complement and retain the existing flora of 
the location. Today 40% of the campus is lush  
green with over 2,200 trees maintaining 
the natural state of environment. We utilize 
our technical expertise in not just imparting 
knowledge to future Marine leaders in the 
Institute but also in making efforts to reduce 

the carbon footprint of the campus with solar 
power plants. These solar plants produce 
electricity as well as generate hot water 
through specialized solar water heaters. As 
a responsible Organization which operates 
heavy machinery and fuels, we have effectively 
reduced greenhouse gas emissions with our 
fore thinking hence decreasing the carbon 
footprint at the campus.

In depth study of all operations of our 
organization reveals a carbon footprint of 0.53 

Academic Building

Solar Panels covering the exterior of the workshop
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S.Viswanathan, Principal,
Ms. Neha Parihar, Lecturer 
in Mechanical Engineering,
SIMS, Lonavala
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S.No Source Unit
Negative 
Energy/

year

Positive 
Energy / 

year
Amount

Converter 
(Co2 KG/

unit)

Co2 (KG/
Year)

1 Electricity(Solar 
Generation) kWH  45629.00  0.45 -20533.05

2 Electricity(From 
Grid) kWH 686493.00  686493.00 0.45 308921.85

3 Diesel Litres 9775.13 0 9775.13 2.63 25708.60

4 Petrol Litres 3445.98 0 3445.98 2.30 7925.75

5 LPG Kgs 25536 0 25536 3.00 76608.00

6 Trees Kgs 0 54431.04 -54431.04 1.00 -54431.04

7
Fruits & 

Vegatables Grown 
in campus

Kgs  2000  0.40 -800.00

8 Solar Water 
Heater KWH 0 94500 -94500 0.45 -42525.00

metric ton (calculated for the year from March 
2015 to Feb 2016) per individual per year in 
SIMS. 

We have measured the carbon emissions, 
absorptions and utilization of renewal energy 
from all our activities, services, and products. 
These include:
- Emissions associated with Electricity 

consumption in the institute.
- Fuels used to run the vehicles.
- LPG gas used for cooking food in cafeteria.
- Number of trees, which are capable of 

absorbing carbon dioxide.
- Electricity and hot water generated from 

Solar Energy

The methodology includes the calculation of 
total power consumption (negative energy) in 
KWH subtracted by the total power generation 
(positive energy) in KWH and converting it into 
carbon dioxide equivalent. In addition to that 
carbon dioxide absorbed by the trees in the 
campus also contributes to the reduction in 
Carbon dioxide emissions per year. 
 

SIMS Lonavala Carbon Footprint Calculation (Duration:  Mar’15 - Feb’16)

Future Plans considered to achieve neutral 
Carbon Foot print:

4100 additional Tree 
saplings  to plant 89266.91

Gain in Existing Solar 
Power Efficiency by 
connecting to Grid directly

22814.50

New 300 Kw Solar panel 189000.00

Projected Additional Carbon 
credit 301081.41

Current Shortfall 300875.11

Net Carbon Foot Print 
achievable 0

The following pie chart shows the contribution of different sources in Kg of CO2 per year

Total CO2 per year 300875.11

No. of Human 582.00

Per Person (KG/year) 516.97

Per Person (MT***/year) 0.52
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Flapping Foil Propulsion System for Vessels
Project Report by B.Tech Cadets

One hundred and fifty million years of 
evolution has enabled fishes to develop 
extremely efficient technologies for 
aquatic propulsion and manoeuvring. 
Recent experimental, MIT Robo-tuna, and 
computational studies confirmed this.  
However, these studies were based on 
models with undulating bodies; direct 
application to ships and submarines 
is not possible. Our goal was to apply 
the promising “fish” technologies to 
conventional marine vessels pragmatically. 
An extensive review of literature  and 
discussions with marine hydrodynamics 
experts showed that efficient propulsion 
may be obtained by the oscillation of a foil 
without an undulating body.

Construction
The model was prepared from the available 
basic design. The overall length of the ship 
was 138cm, breadth at mid-ship 86cm, depth 
19cm and draft calculated as 10cm. Plywood  
used as the raw material for making ship’s hull, 
was  cut into various shapes and lengths by 
using mechanical saw. Thickness of plywood 
used was 1cm.  Adequate amount of nails and 
hammering was done with enough application 
of glue and left the structure alone for two 
days. Six numbers of rectangular holes were 
made on the top part (deck) of the hull. These 
holes were made to allow the drive and the 
transmission mechanism to pass through to 
the bottom of the ship. The drive was coming 
from a single phase induction motor and the 
transmission was done by chain and sprockets 
with adequate reduction in speed at the output. 
Fifteen ball bearings and four sprockets 

Cdt. Amit Kumar Singh
Cdt. Balaji Murugan
Cdt Harikrishnan
Under guidance of 
Mr. Dilip Singh Kharra

were used; all of them were mounted firmly 
on the deck. At the opposite side of the ship 
the propulsion mechanism was fixed, which 
consists of two flaps made of neoprene rubber 
mounted on two separate shafts in same line. 
Wood primer coating was applied on ship’s 
hull and deck, which was allowed to dry, after 
which the three layers of colour coating was 
done.

Working Principle Of Flap
The model works on the principle of reverse 
Von Karman Vortex Street,  also known 
as flapping wing flight which is commonly 
observed in Fish like locomotion. The principle 
states that a Karman vortex street is a 
repeating pattern of swirling vortices caused 
by the unshed separation of flow of a fluid 
around blunt bodies.

The design and dimension of the flaps are taken 
from NACA (National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics). Flaps are supported in such a 
way that the forward of the flap is rigid and 
the aft is flexible. As the flaps move, a Karman 
vortex is generated, which produces forward 
thrust. To make forward part of the fin rigid, 
we have used vertical iron bar. To get straight 
line stability of the model, both the flaps should 
have equal swept area.

Testing Of The Model
The model was run in swimming pool at various 
velocities by varying the input power. We first 
checked the speed using Neoprene Rubber 
Fin and noted down at various voltages. After 
taking all readings the model is taken out from 
water and Neoprene rubber fin is replaced 



CADET’S DIARY

Mr. Biju Baben
Engg. Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

Safety is of prime concern all around the 
universe as it assists in the unharmed 
existence of every being or object. 
This existence is manifested by its 
ability to perform and move around its 
surroundings. Performance is always 
related to a moving object and cannot 
be measured when it is stationary. 
For every action, a driving force is a 
must in any of its forms. Bridging the 
gap between the driving force and the 
working principle of the component 
is of essence and it is a challenge, to 
align these two factors in the best way 
within it.  Every man-made machinery 
with its glorious performance shows 
the alignment of these concepts. 

We normally call this as a driving force 
for the driven components. In technical 
language, the term ‘prime movers’ has 
been used to depict this idea. For example, 
an electric motor is a prime mover for a 
mechanical pump, a diesel Engine is a 
driving factor for an Electric generator. 
How we synchronize these two different 
and distinct energies to work together will 
produce the desired goal or output.  When 
combustion takes place inside the cylinder, 
the chemical energy is the prime mover 
to drive the mechanical component like 
pistons. In all the above examples, great 
care is to be taken to, control, refine and 
measure the value of power to be given to 
the receiving end so that it can  take up 
the same within its capacity. We cannot 
give more combustion power to a weaker 
piston that leads to the destruction of the 
component or cannot put a high ampere 
motor for a smaller pump.

When a mismatch does take place, we 
put restrictions and regulations for the 
effective working and its desired results. 
This is where the word safety is created 
– something that works within its given set 
values. Hence, safety is to be laid down on 
principles rather limiting to it as a slogan.

In the case of human safety, we are driven 
by the various motive forces for performing 
our roles in life. In that case, for every 
action we perform it needs to be as per 
the smooth transition from the nature 
of the driving force to its performance. 
For example, even while walking, the 
necessary friction supports the driving force 
for the legs to move against the gravity of 
earth. If this condition is not being met or 
we fail to identify the connection between 
friction and walking, any hindrances such 
as a small drop of oil can make for a slip, 
trip or fall. 

Connecting the proper instructions along 
with the nature of the driving force to the 
end user is of utmost importance and the 
knowledge about these instructions are 
the first step but alone will not help to 
execute safe operations. In mechanical 
scenarios most of the problems lie in 
the mating place like meshes, coupling 
and joints. Parting of a joint or a sheered 
coupling or worn meshes cannot transmit 

Safety and the Extant
with Aluminum Fin. We repeated the same 
procedure with Al fin and results are noted.
            
The noted speeds with respective voltages 
are entered in the software called Maxsurf Hull 
Speed Module Data. From this software speed 
vs. efficiency graph is obtained. 

Precautions Taken While Speed Testing
We have taken precautions to have calm 
wind during the speed testing period to have 
minimum wind effect on the model. that the 
wind was calm. Hence there is very minimum 
wind effect on the model.  We similarly 
ensured that there is no current while we were 
performing the tests. When the power supply 
was given, the time taken by the model for 
initial thrust was too high , therefore the initial 
time consumed for moving it for first 2m was 
excluded.

Setup Of Speed Test
1. The distance is marked at the side of pool 

at every one meter gap.
2. Power supply is taken from a nearest 

power source. 
3. All instruments are connected as per 

requirement. i.e., main power supply is fed 
to the voltage regulator. 

Results After Testing Of Model
1. The model was run at maximum speed of 

1.95 knots for neoprene rubber flap and 
1.2knots for Al flap at the maximum rated 
rpm of fins with the power supply of 220v. 

2. The overall efficiency of model is calculated 
as 44.92 % for neoprene rubber flap and 
39% for Al fin flap which is higher than the 
previously achieved efficiency.

We can come to the conclusion that the straight 
line stability of a vessel can be improved 
considerably with the use of neoprene rubber 
fins . On this account, flapping foil propulsion 
system can see a future in small vessels to 
improve propulsion. 

FIN TYPE MAX SPEED (kn) 
Rubber Belt Fin 1.95 

Al Fin 1.2 

Old Model Fin 1.70 
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Continued to Page 12
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Analysis of the Connecting Rod Bolts

A reciprocating combustion engine may 
look quite simple but are instead highly 
complex machines. There are hundreds of 
components which have to perform their 
functions satisfactorily to produce output 
power. One such major component in this 
machine is the connecting rod; which 
plays a vital role in transmitting the gas 
forces from the piston to the crankshaft. 
It interconnects the piston and the 
crankshaft.

Connecting rod consists of a long shank, 
a small end and a big end. The small end 
of the connecting rod is usually made in the 
form of an eye and is provided with a bush of 
phosphorous bronze. It is connected to the 
piston by means of a piston pin.

The big end of the connecting rod is usually 
made split (into two halves) so that it can be 
mounted easily on the crankpin bearing shells. 
The split up is fastened to the big end with the 
help of screwed fastenings.                                                           

Screwed fastenings used in connecting rod 
is the type of temporary joints where the 
connected parts which can be easily removed 
by screwing off the nut. Screw pair comprises 
of a nut and a screw or a bolt. Such a pair is 
used for fastening; parts used in engineering 
constructions e.g. electrical equipment, 
machine tools, construction machinery, rolling 
stock, steel towers, bridges, transportation 
equipment, etc.

In practice, designing of any machine always 
begins with the major components and end 
with small components e.g. bolts. During 
the manufacturing of the bolt, manufacturers 
start the process without fully inspecting their 
safety, including fatigue. 

Common types of Screwed fastenings are 
Through bolts or Ordinary bolt, Tap bolts, 
Studs, Cap screws, Machine screws, & Set 
screws. The choice of type of fastenings and 
its location are very important. The fastenings 
should be located in such way that they will 
be subjected to tensile, shear loads and 

bending of the fastening should be reduced to 
a minimum.

In an ordinary bolt the effect of the impulsive 
loads applied axially is concentrated on the 
weakest part of the bolt ie.cross-sectional 
area at the root of the threads. In other words, 
the stress in the threaded part of the bolt will 
be higher than that in the shank. Hence the 
great portion of the energy will be absorbed 
at the region of the threaded part which may 
fracture the threaded portion because of its 
small length.

If the shank of the bolt is turned down to a 
diameter equal or even slightly less than the 
core diameter of the thread, then the shank 

of the bolt will under go a higher stress. This 
means that a shank will absorb a large portion 
of the energy, thus relieving the material at 
this section near the thread. The bolt, in this 
way, becomes stronger and lighter and it 
increases the shock absorbing capacity of 
the bolt because of an increased modulus 
of resilience. This gives us bolts of uniform 
strength. Such bolts which are used in the 
operation of Connecting Rod are subjected 
to high fluctuation of stress, which leads to 
fatigue failure of the bolt.
 
Connecting rod bolts is a type of cylindrical 
headed bolt and is also called Stay Bolt or 
fitted bolt. The rotation of the bolt is prevented 
by mean of groove provided in the head of the 
bolt and this groove fits in to the cap of the 
bottom end.

Mr. Praful Choudhari
Academic Faculty
Mechanical Engg.
SIMS, Lonavala

Following are the special design features 
adopted by the manufacture:
• High degree of surface finish and Groove 

with cylindrical head ,
• High Ultimate Tensile Strength  alloy steel 

bolts, 
• Higher percentage of elongation and 

fatigue strength, 
• Bolt has smooth change of section.
• Bolt stiffness is less than component 

stiffness.
• Rolled Threads offer smooth surface & 

increases the strength of the bolt 

Under the action of fluctuating stresses the 
fatigue failure of bottom end bolts occurs. 
Fatigue failures are difficult to predict & occurs 
with little or no notice. Making these failures 
are extremely dangerous, which may leads to 

Nominal Length

Grip Length

Strongest
part of the bolt

Weakest
part of the bolt

Thread Length

Shank

Thread

Head

Fig (A) Connecting Rod

Fig (B) Ordinary Bolt
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Types Of Stresses Acting On Connecting Rod Bolts
Types of Stresses Reasons

Tensile Stress Initial tension occurred in a bolt due to tighten-
ing of nut.

Fluctuating Tensile Stress

Initial tensile stress in bolts when tightened 
and additional varying tensile stress during 
operation.

During the power stroke, the connecting rod 
is subjected to compressive load & During the 
Exhaust stroke; it is subjected to Tensile load, 
but varies in magnitude with respective time. 
This increases the tension in the bottom end 
bolts, leading to cyclic stresses.

Shear Stress

Keeping the two halves of Bottom end of con-
necting rod together, but has a tendency to 
pull apart during operation. Hence the bolt is 
subjected to shear stress.

Bending Stress

During the power stroke, the bolt bends 
outward and during the exhaust stroke the 
bolt tends to bend inward. Hence the bolt is 
subjected to both nature of bending stresses.

damage of auxiliary engine components e.g. 
connecting rod, piston rod, crank etc. resulting 
in engine room fire and human injury.

For avoiding such major incidences, we 
need to always follow precautions along with 
proper maintenance routine as given below for 
minimizing the bolt failure:
a) Bolts should have the Proper Surface 

Finish.
b) Surface and threads of the bolt must not be 

damaged by rough handling.
c) Bolts should be tightened according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions
d) Tightening must be done in stages & Avoid 

overtightening.
e) One should not beat the bolt with the 

hammer/spanner in the direction of 
tightening.

f) The internal threads & landing faces of the 
bolt-head nut should be cleaned.

g) During tightening, measurement of the 
extension is essential for correct stretch 
with the help of stretch gauge.

h) Always change the bolts in pairs.
i) Apply proper lubricant on the head during 

tightening according to the manufacturer’s 
instructions. Check the bolt for cracks, 
damage, etc.

j) Sounding testing by hammer to identify 
internal flaws and cracks. It should be 
healthy noise.

k) Locking of the nuts e.g. Split pin should be 
checked thoroughly.

l) Bolts are procured from the original 
equipment manufacturer. 

Fig (C) Special Design of Connecting Rod Bolt (Stay Bolt)

Weakest part of the bolt
(Threaded Portion)

Hole for Split Pin (Locking)

Head with Grooves 
for Locking

Strongest
part of the bolt

Continued from Page 10

the power from the driving end. The 
continuous flow of energy to the driven 
machines is a requisite for the safe and 
efficient operation. And this is the place 
where, mostly the smooth transition of 
the power takes place suitable for the 
driven end. Even the propelling efficiency 
is related to the matching of propeller 
characteristics with the engine output. 

The preparedness and the proactive 
steps are the signals of meaningful 
knowledge which if not visible, will 
be a dangerous condition, prone to 
various difficult situations to a person 
or system. We call these conditions as 
alarms or safeguards. These alarms are 
placed to meet the dangerous situations 
without compromising  the safety. In 
other way these are the safeguards for 
the safety itself.  This leads to safety 
consciousness and assists in the search 
towards identifying the hazards involved 
in it.  Despite having all the safety gears, 
but failing to remove the hazards may 
increase the level of risk even more.. 
These created safety principles need to 
be observed on a continued basis over 
a period of time as   pitfalls may arise 
from over-confidence in the system 
and can lead to another disaster by 
neglecting factors like running time and 
the durability of the working components. 
Visual picturisation of the live incidents or 
simulations depicting the impact of the 
above failures can stimulate the thinking 
process and can reduce the occurrences 
to a minimum. 

As a conclusion, we can only claim 
100% safety if we are involve in any 
activities and work. Safety is created 
during the working time and has to be 
fed continuously with the rules and 
standards for its existence. Emergencies 
can be a villain to destroy it, but it can be 
overcome with the proactive measures 
already laid out to resist such events. In 
all the mechanical examples cited in the 
article, we can learn that safety is the link 
which connects the driving force and the 
driven thing. This link is real like a person 
who needs to be continuously fed and 
monitored for the existence of a system 
with its optimum performance.
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It was double the joy at Samundra Institute 
of Maritime Studies, Lonavala as it held 
a combined passing out ceremony for 
the 40 cadets from the B.Tech Marine 
Engineering’s third batch and 76 cadets 
from the Graduate Marine Engineering 
course (GME) 20th batch on August 26, 
2016. Gracing the grand event as Chief 
Guest was Commandant Sanjay Anchalwar, 
Deputy Director General of Shipping, 
Directorate General of Shipping, Mumbai. 

During his valedictory speech, Mr. Anchalwar 
lauded the institute as being one of the best 
in the country. He praised the kind of training 
that was available at SIMS and gave special 
mention to Mr. B.S Teeka, the Chief Trustee 

of SIMS and the faculty members for their 
exemplary work in the maritime field.

“The kind of infrastructure and training facility 
that you are having, I don’t think better can be 
done like this. I think the SIMS Cadets should 
be the best when you are at sea and you 
should always ensure that you remain the best 
because if you compare cadets coming from 
other institutes, you would be far ahead in all 
aspects. And you should maintain that tempo 
in your entire career at sea” he added. 

Reflecting upon his own graduation back in 
1993, he also shared the difficulties he faced 
as a young seafarer at sea. He spoke about 
having to adjust in the different atmosphere 

SIMS Lonavala Celebrates 
Combined Graduation of B.Tech 03 and GME 20

and conditions at sea and advised the 
cadets to find ways within the ship to keep 
themselves engaged and mentally fit. Mr. 
Anchalwar suggested that one such was for 
cadets to choose to be with the good people 
onboard who will guide them to become better 
seafarers. 

The graduation ceremony was also graced 
by the principal Mr. Viswanathan, Vice 
Principal, Mr. Jims Andrews and faculty 
members. Making the event extra special 
was the presence of the graduating cadets’ 
family members. To commemorate the special 
occasion, a guard of honour was given at the 
parade ground during the earlier part of the 
day.  

B.Tech 03 Batch Graduates together with the Chief Guest and Faculty Members

GME 20 Batch Graduates together with the Chief Guest and Faculty Members
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A course report was also presented by Mr Biju 
Baben Course-in-Charge during the ceremony. 
Subsequently, the following outstanding 
cadets were given the awards:-  

GME 20 PRIZE LIST 
Best Cadet: Divya Kumar Bhatnagar
Best in Academics: Siddharth Ram Binod 
Singh
2nd Best In Academics: Venkataramanan 
Raghavan
Best Hands On Training: Niranjan Shrirang 
Shinde
Best Sportsman: Navilesh Sahni
Best Orator: Aangad Oberoi
Best Music: Akshay Kumar Sharma
Best Cadet Captain: Ankur kumar

Best Cadet Captain: Ravi Krishna
Best In HSSE: Abhishek Kumar
Best In Marine IC Engine: Nilesh Rajendra 
Patil
Best In Marine Auxiliary: Kumar Sathya
Best in Automation & Control: Danayya 
Shantayya Swami
Most Popular Cadet: Omkar Umesh More

B.TECH 03 PRIZE LIST

Best Cadet: Ankit Shukla
Best in Academics 1: Ramiz Hakim
Best In Academics 2: Sarath Sasidharan
Best In Academics 3: Vyom Jha
Best Hands On Training: Vijay Shukla
Best Sportsman: Shubham Bera
Best Orator: Rajendra Bhati

Best Music: Shreyas Patgiri
Best Cadet Captain: Kartik Porwal
Best In HSSE: Balaji Murugan
Most Popular Cadet: Shubhayan Majumder 

B.Tech 03 Best Cadet, Ankit Shukla

GME 20 Best in Academics, 
Siddharth Ram Binod

The graduates can now look forward to their placement onboard ESM managed vessels

The Chief Guest spurred the cadets to 
keep themselves engaged and mentally fit

Proud parents of the graduating cadets

Principal Mr. Viswanathan 
presenting a token of appreciation

GME 20 Best Cadet, Divya Kumar Bhatnagar

B.Tech 03 Best in Academics 1, Ramiz Hakim
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Capt. Vincent Fernandes
Nautical Faculty
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A Marine pilot is a highly experienced ship 
handler who has knowledge of the local 
waters and his on-board presence has 
become a mandatory requirement in many 
of our major ports today.

While it is undeniable that his role is important, 
a pilot’s presence on bridge should never 
relieve the Master and the watch-keepers from 
their responsibilities. Under no circumstances 
should the bridge team rely entirely on his 
knowledge and lower their guards in the 
assumption that a pilot can’t make a mistake. 
Yet the fact remains that in most cases, the 
entire bridge team heaves a sigh of relief 
the moment a pilot arrives on bridge and the 
control of the ship is readily handed over. 

The outcome? Can be catastrophic. 

As alarming as it may sound, a large number 
of maritime accidents has occurred with a 
pilot(s) on board. 

Statistics from the Swedish Club, a marine 
insurance company, in a 2011 circular 
“Collisions and Groundings” indicates that of 
the 277 collisions between 2000-2010, a pilot 
was onboard during 109 of them. According 
to Ports Skills and Safety, UK, in its marine 
accident data study for 2012, of the 482 
incidents that occurred that year, 150 were 
under pilotage. 

But let us consider for a minute that you have 
to take the ship into port without a pilot. Would 
you prepare differently? Here is a personal 
account of planning a passage and un-berthing 
without a Pilot on-board. 

After completing discharge at a port in Japan 
some years ago, I once had to un-berth a ship 
without pilot. As there was no pilot available 
at night and with an approaching typhoon, I 
had to make a tough choice. After speaking to 
the berth master and informing the concerned 
parties about my intentions, I went ahead with 
the un-berthing. 

Being a VLCC, there were a lot of eyebrows 
raised at this decision, but thankfully it went 
as planned. I remember preparing for that 
departure, memorizing the entire passage, 
checking the tidal streams, going through 
the pilot books and taking feedback from the 
Japanese berth master about going through 
with this operation. Although nervous, I felt 
confident and after a very interactive passage 

Navigating with a Pilot Onboard
How prepared are you? 

plan meeting with my team, we did the un-
berthing with each team member knowing 
exactly what was being done. 

Surprisingly, there was hardly a noticeable 
UHF communication between for’d / aft and 
myself,  as they knew exactly what mooring 
lines I wanted to single up to and also the 
location of the tug and the tug orders that I 
was giving. Distances from relevant mooring 
fixtures were given routinely and promptly 
by concerned officers without my having to 
repeatedly ask.

I realised something important that day. 
Wouldn’t it benefit me, if I prepared in the 
same way for every operation even with a pilot 
on board? Being thorough with the passage 
and having a good information exchange with 
the pilot would help me challenge him better 
and ask the right questions. 

I did put in some effort in acquiring a better 
knowledge of the passage in my subsequent 
arrivals and departures. This helped me in 
keeping a better check on the pilot’s actions. It 
also gave me the confidence in taking over the 
con from the pilot, when I was uncomfortable 
with his actions. 

Doing your homework with the passage plan is 
really  not as difficult as it sounds. If you have 
the intent, it will be done. I would urge you all 
to try this out during your next port call. As a 
guidance, you need to focus on some of the 
following basics:

1) Arrival/departure information received by 
agent – This usually contains a lot of relevant 
information including local regulations and 
even the mooring/unmooring sequence 
in some cases. This must be shared and 
discussed with the rest of your team.

2) The currents expected – Make sure the tidal 
stream data is updated for the time of the 
operation. Non-relevant data of other times 
can make it more confusing. 

3) Buoys and Beacons - Focus on a few of 
the important conspicuous buoys/beacons/ 
land masses you expect to sight along the 
passage especially the ones you will be 
using at alterations. 

4) Monitor your bridge team – Keep them 
involved by constantly advising the next 
course of action and availing their feedback. 
Keeping the communication relevant to the 
passage enhances the overall situational 
awareness.

5) Prepare a list of questions you need to ask 
the pilot – This is like a checklist to ensure 
you ask the right questions. While many of 
these may be addressed in the passage 
plan meeting itself, a few can be discussed 
as the passage progresses. 

6) Be the barrier – Orders given by the pilot 
must be repeated by the Master. The 
orders given by the Master must be the 
ones that are followed by the helmsman 
and the officer operating the telegraph. 
This keeps the Master aware of what the 
pilot is doing and prevent a pilot’s mistake 
from being followed. 

7) Share relevant information – Pilots 
are mostly interested in very specific 
information: max draft, minimum steerage 
speed, BHP, propeller design and SWL of 
the bits. While this is mentioned in the pilot 
card, it is good to also verbally share this 
information with him. 

8) Keep an eye on the speed –Forgetting the 
type and manoeuvrability of the ship is a 
very common error made by pilots. They 
approach the berth at a very high speed and 
realise too late, after which rash telegraph 
movements become the only way out. 

9) Involve your C/O and 2/O in the master-pilot 
information exchange – While this seems 
difficult due to the time constraints specially 
during departure; I can vouch from my 
experience that 10 minutes spent here 
will reduce a bulk of the communication 
by UHF with your forward and aft stations 
thereby saving time in the stations itself. 
Reducing the communication also reduces 
the chance of a miscommunication.

10) Plan the disembarkation of the pilot – 
While we are always well prepared to 
receive the pilot, when it comes to the 
disembarkation, there have been times 
that it’s simply forgotten. A typical example 
is a pilot who has boarded the ship at the 
time of departure by the gangway and is 
now ready to get off by combination ladder. 
This leads to un-necessary panic on the 
bridge and also the crew rigging the ladder. 
Attention of the bridge team is now focused 
on the pilot ladder and navigation takes the 
back seat.

While the above is not an exhaustive list, I 
hope it provides you all with some guidance for 
a safer pilotage.  Good luck and safe sailing! 
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Effective Crisis Management Onboard
Benefits of Knowing your Systems 

Proficiency of systems onboard ships, 
aids in effective maneuvering capabilities 
during a crisis and this personal account 
as a Chief Engineer in a 45,000 DWT bulk 
carrier is testimony to the fact.

After a bunker stop at Singapore Port for few 
hours, our ship was at full sea-going rpm. 
Concluding a briefing with the engineer of the 
watch at around 8 p.m., I was about to leave 
the Engine Room, when an alarm caught my 
attention. I rushed to the Engine Control Room 
where I noticed the Main Engine rpm had been 
reduced suddenly from the bridge. A couple of 
lights on the alarm panel were flickering. One 
of them was ‘Load Programme Cancelled’. 
This was followed by a phone call from the 
bridge when the Third officer informed that the 
engine rpm had to be reduced suddenly due 
to a crisis situation on the Bridge. Our team in 
the engine room immediately made up a plan 
to keep all the parameters of Main Engine and 
the auxiliaries under control.  After some time, 
situation was reported to be under control by 
Bridge and vessel resumed the voyage at full 
sea speed.

Next morning, when I met the Captain at the 
breakfast table we discussed the situation 
he had encountered the previous evening. 
Apparently a vessel was suddenly found to 
be cutting across, ahead of our vessel and 
after a quick assessment of the situation and 
consultation with his Bridge team, the Captain 
had decided to cancel the ‘Main Engine Load 
Programme’, in order to bring down the ship’s 
speed quickly. 

 ‘Well done sir’ was my automated response.
After a pensive moment the Captain inquired, 
“Chief, what problems do we face in the Engine 
Room, if the load programme is cancelled?”. 
I explained him briefly that the Load up or 

down programme permits gradual increase 
or decrease of engine rpm beyond a certain 
engine rpm (or power), as recommended 
by the engine maker. It is built in the engine 
control system to ensure that the stresses 
in the engine parts are maintained within 
tolerable limits. However, it is absolutely valid 
to cancel the ‘load programme’, in order to 
avoid an emergency - collision or grounding 
like situation. The Bridge Team was correct 
and timely in their decision and successfully 
averted any accident. I was impressed by 
their ability to take the right decision instead 
of being indignant on the discomfort to my 
team created due to the cancellation of ‘load 
programme’.  

Tricky Navigational situations are a regular 
whilst onboard and familiarity with indications, 
alarms and safety features provided on bridge 
console with respect to Main Engine, Steering 
Gear, Power Systems etc., can be very helpful 
in dealing with such incidents. One such 
extremely useful feature is that of ‘Main Engine 
Emergency Stop’. We often evaluate situations 
and consider many questions regarding this - 
Under what situations shall we press the ‘Main 
Engine Emergency Stop’ button located at the 
Bridge console? How do we reset it? The usual 
prompt response to this is – “in case there is 
an imminent danger of grounding or collision 
and we need to stop the engine immediately”. 
We may be under the impression that by 
pressing the emergency stop, the engine rpm 
can be brought to zero faster than the regular 
stop using the telegraph lever. This is factually 
correct however the purpose of the Main 
Engine Emergency Stop is different. In case of 

any duress such as flaws in the system where 
we are not able to stop the engine by using the 
normal means, the ‘Main Engine Emergency 
Stop’ can still be used to stop the engine. 

Resetting the Emergency Stop is equally 
important to the process as the Main Engine is 
not available, if we do not reset the Emergency 
Stop after using it and precious time may be 
lost during the next incident! There are simple 
steps to reset the Main Engine Emergency 
stop, which are generally not known to most 
of us but need to be pursued for a corrective 
way forward.

Few questions regarding the emergency stop 
procedure to ponder upon and consider are - 
what actions can we take if the steering does 
not respond in follow up mode? When and 
how to use this option? Why the compressed 
(starting) air pressure indication is provided 
on the Bridge? How do I deal with ‘slow down’ 
or ‘shut down’ triggered for the Main Engine, 
resulting in automatic decrease or stopping 
of Main Engine rpm? Or how do we urgently 
communicate, if the phone line on Bridge or 
Engine Control Room is engaged?

Maneesh Jha
Vice Principal 
SIMS, Mumbai

Continued on Page 20
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Radio Beacon for Emergencies Onboard
One of the major emergencies, which may 
occur on a Ship is man overboard. The 
prompt detection of this emergency is not 
yet possible with any impressive progress, 
especially in hours of darkness. One of 
the major reasons for the shipboard crew 
to be lost overboard is lack of any timely 
detecting mechanism that can promptly 
sense, when someone onboard goes 
overboard. 

The only sure way to know that a person has 
gone overboard is when there is witnesses to 
it. If this situation does occur, the ship can be 
notified by certain manually triggered alarms 
like three prolonged blasts or shouting “Man 
Overboard” repeatedly. However, this system 
is not reliable and to ensure positive detection, 
we introduced a new system called Shipboard 
Personal Emergency Radio Beacon.

The system consists of RF (Radio Frequency) 
transmitter/ receiver pair and PIR sensors with 
some other supplementary circuits.

The transmitter section, consists of mainly two 
components, PIR (Passive Infra-Red) sensor 
and RF transmitter. PIR Sensor senses the 
infrared radiation from the person in its field 
of view just like a motion sensor. This sensor’s 
output is attached with the transmitter circuit, 
which will be triggered when a signal is 
received from the PIR sensor. Therefore, if a 
person is present in its field of view, then it will 
send the signal to the RF transmitter, which 
automatically sends it to the receiver that a 
person is present here. And if the person is 
absent from the field of view of the PIR sensor, 
then no signal is available to be sent to the 
transmitter which results in absence of a signal 
from the transmitter enabling the receiver to 
identify that  a person is missing. This is the 
basic principle of operation for this unit. 

In the transmitter unit, there is a HT12E 
integrated chip which encodes the signal in the 
format which is necessary for transmission. 

At the receiver section, there is a RF receiver 
which can detect the signals from the 
transmitter. The received signal is decoded 
in the receiver itself and passed on  to the 
microcontroller. In the receiver, HT12D is the 
integrated chip, which can decode the signal. 
Simply explained, it is basically extracting 
the required information from that signal. 
The microcontroller is programmed with 
predefined actions to be taken for the received 

signal.  Similarly, if the signal of a seafarer’s 
presence from the transmitter is sent to the 
receiver, then the receiver sends that signal 
to the microcontroller after decoding. The 
Microcontroller ensures that the receipt of 
signal from a particular  sensor is displayed 
on LCD display, used here and turns on the 
respective LED. So at receiver section, the 
display  will indicate as to who all are present 
onboard and who are missing. Suppose in 
this case, a person is not present in receiver’s 
field of view, then a Buzzer will be turned on to 
indicate that this person is missing.

This concept  is illustrated only for one person 
here for simplicity. Obviously onboard there 

Cdt. Vyom Jha
Cdt. Ankit Shukla
Cdt. Subhayam Mujumdar

Under guidance of Mr. Satish Shivaji Babar 
(Lecturer in Electronics), SIMS Lonavala

will be a number of persons. So we can extend 
this concept for every person onboard by 
giving one transmitter kit to each person and 
placing receivers all over the ship. We can 
program the microcontroller in such a way 
that in case of a missing signal from any of 
the transmitters  the buzzer will be turned on 
immediately so that everyone is alerted that 
someone is missing from the ship. 

The Shipboard Personal Emergency Radio 
Beacon hence proves to be safeguard the 
crew for any emergency situations and assists 
rescue authorities in salvaging the situation. 
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Promotions Onboard ESM-Managed Fleet 
During Third Quarter

JO GAGANDEEP R. 
SINGH
DNS 11

JO JASPREET S. 
SIDHU
DNS 12

JO RIZAKDEEP 
SINGH
DNS 13

JE RAJNEESH KUMAR
GME 14

JE ANDRE FRANCIS 
DCRUZ
GME 13

JE VISHRANTH
KARKERA
GME 15

4E NIMISH DHIMAN
GME 14

JO GAURAV K. SINGH
DNS 11

JO AKSHAY V. SHETTY
DNS 13

JO BHARATSINGH M. 
RAJPUROHIT

DNS 13

JE SANDEEP BHADU
GME 14

JE PRAVEEN KUMAR
GME 15

JE MOHIT JAIN
GME 15

4E ABHAY SEHGAL
GME 14

JO MATHEWKUTTY 
JOSE

DNS 11

JO SUMEET 
S. GHUGE

DNS 13

JO YADHUKRISHNA E. 
BHARATHAN

DNS 13

JE AKASH KUMAR 
VIMAL

GME 14

JE HARGOBINDER 
S. MANGAT

GME 15

JE MALKEET SINGH
GME 15

4E RIDHIMAN SAGAR
GME 14

JO HEMANTH A. 
SUDHAKARAN

DNS 11

JO VIKAS BHATT
DNS 11

JO AKASHDEEP S. 
KHEHRA
DNS 12

JE SIMRANJIT SINGH
GME 14

JE INDERMOHAN 
SINGH HUNDAL

GME 15

3O MAZHAR IRFAN 
KHOT

DNS 13

4E MUKESH KUNIYAL
GME 14

JO PANKAJ 
KAUSHAL

DNS 12

JO AMRIT PAL SINGH 
GHOTRA
DNS 13

JE PRATIK B. 
PAWAR
GME 12

JE VENKATA SATYA 
RAVI S. MUNJETI

GME 15

JE MANISH SHARMA
GME 15

3O SUNIL KUMAR 
SIHAG
DNS 14
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Krishnamurthi  Venkatesh
Technical Support Manager
ESM, Singapore

Mr. K.V.Hariprasad, Faculty Electrical

Preventing Accidental Release of 
Freefall Lifeboat
Lifeboat issues onboard can put the 
safety of crew at risk and its prevention 
is of utmost importance for a secure and 
productive voyage for the crew. 

The incident appraised below is from an 
investigation report by the Australian Transport 
Safety Bureau (ATSB) and the New Zealand 
Transport Accident Investigation Commission 
(TIAC) to highlight the safety issues pertaining 
to free-fall lifeboats.

The vessel which was a bulk carrier was 
transiting the Indian Ocean en route to 
Fremantle, Western Australia when its freefall 
lifeboat was inadvertently released into the sea 
during a routine inspection. The only person 
in the lifeboat at the time, a second engineer, 
was injured in the accident.

It took the ship’s crew five hours to rescue the 
engineer and recover the life boat.  The rescue 
operation was complicated, because the only 
person on the life boat was injured and was 
unable to render any assistance. 

The engineer suffered a painful knee fracture 
and injured his face too. It took a week for the 
vessel to berth in Kwinana, near Fremantle, 
where the injured engineer was finally 
transferred to a hospital. He later recovered 
from his injuries. 

How it happened?
Investigations revealed that after the lifeboat 
on-load release was operated before the 

accident at the previous port, it was not 
correctly reset. Consequently, when the 
engineer operated the manual release pump 
to inspect the equipment, the incorrectly-reset 
release tripped unexpectedly. The simulation 
wires, designed to hold the lifeboat during 
a simulated release, failed and the lifeboat 
launched.

The investigation found that although there 
was an indicator to show that the hook was 
in the correct position, there was nothing to 
indicate that the tripping mechanism was 
correctly reset. Additionally, the design and 
approval process for the lifeboat’s simulated 
release system had not taken into account 
effects of shock loading on the simulation 
wires.

The Outcome?
Shipboard procedures were revised shortly 
after the accident. A requirement to notify the 
officer of the watch before entering the lifeboat 
was introduced and notices were posted at 
the on-load release hydraulic pump positions, 
stating that the pumps must not be operated 
without the master’s permission.

Safety action by the manufacturer included 
placing alignment marks on the release 
segment of new on-load releases mechanisms, 
to indicate when they are correctly reset. A 
lock-out ‘maintenance pin’ was also provided 
to all new on-load releases to ensure the 
release cannot trip while maintenance is being 
performed. However as cautioned by ATSB, 

while the maintenance pin reduces the risk 
of an inadvertent launch during maintenance, 
leaving the pin in can prevent lifeboat launch in 
an emergency. The control for this introduced 
risk is procedural instead of an engineering 
control.

The technical managers, notified all ships 
in its fleet of the accident and its internal 
investigation findings. The circular also 
required the masters of all ships fitted with 
the same type of on-load release, to similarly 
revise the instructions for its operation and 
resetting. In addition, masters were required 
to review the simulation wire maintenance and 
inspection regime.

Australian Transport Safety Bureau contacted 
managers, the ship’s flag state, class society, 
the lifeboat manufacturer, the International 
Association of Classification Societies and 
the Australian Maritime Safety Authority 
(AMSA) and advised them of the preliminary 
findings. The parties were asked to identify 
ships equipped with similar freefall lifeboat 
arrangements and to advise operators of those 
ships to take safety action to prevent a similar 
accident.

In response, the port state control officers 
were briefed and informed its surveyors of the 
accident and the preliminary findings. They 
were asked to pay particular attention to these 
issues during flag and port state inspections.

Free fall lifeboat
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AMSA’s guidance 
When designing and certifying equipment such 
as on-load release systems for lifeboats, all 
facets of the equipment’s possible operation, 
use and environment must be taken into 
account and allowed for. Only then can fully 
comprehensive instructions be documented, 
enabling seafarers and others to safely 
use and maintain the equipment under all 
condition. 

Lesson learnt
Before maintaining any equipment it is 
important and necessary to take safety 
precautions and familiarize well. Always 
follow ESM’s safety management systems/ 
PMS requirements with good Communication 
practices. We must communicate and share 
our safety concerns, because we really want  
each of our seafarers to return home healthier 
and happier after a safe and productive tenure 
on board. 

Hook Release System

Photo of On Load release 

Another example of an emergency stop 
is ‘Crash Astern’. We may never use this 
feature in our lifetime. But when needed 
and executed correctly, it can avert an 
accident. 

A vessel making good ahead speed will 
continue to move forward (and likewise 
for a ship moving astern) with a good 
momentum, even when the Main Engine 
is stopped. What if we need to reduce the 
vessel’s ahead speed quickly to avoid 
a collision or grounding? Under normal 
circumstances, an astern movement can 
be given only when the Main Engine rpm 
has come down to zero. This may take 
too long.  Crash astern under emergency 
situations, permits us to execute astern 
command, while the engine is still turning 
in ahead direction.

When we execute ‘crash astern’ and 
put the telegraph transmitter into astern 
position, first the fuel supply to Main 
Engine is cut off. As the Main Engine 
in ahead direction drops to ‘reversing 
level’, the braking air is supplied. The 
main engine rpm reduces quickly and 
the engine picks up in astern direction, 
assisting in quickly bringing down the 
speed of the vessel. The whole sequence 
of ‘crash astern’ is incorporated in 
the maneuvering system in a bridge 
controlled vessel. The officers/ engineers 
should be fully familiar with this, so that 
they are aware of how to execute and 
what to expect from crash astern. This 
should be an integral part of their bridge 
or engine room equipment familiarization 
on joining any vessel. 

The designers have provided many 
such features on the Bridge Console, for 
‘Navigational Safety’ as the top priority. 
Decision on using these features lies with 
the Bridge (or the Bridge Team). Senior 
Engineers onboard can help the fellow 
officers, to gain familiarity with these 
features. Drills and exercises enhance 
confidence and reduce the response 
time under difficult situations. These 
small but consistent effort in this direction 
goes a long way in enhancing the safety 
of Navigation onboard our ships and 
effective crisis management. 

Continued from Page 16
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When sine and cos theta were spelling gloom like a pitch dark night…
 The prospectus booklet of T.S. Chanakya brought cheer as a full moonlight…

White uniform and epaulette on the booklet cover, seemed so soothing to eyes,
As if, a treasure hunter had spotted the bounty chest in sight...

Leaving the childhood love of IIT, IIM, IAS decidedly aside,
Holding the hand of merchant navy, as an arranged marriage bride,

Then how much surprised on my decision I was…
Thinking now it seems, those days, so much naive I was…

Dreaming that the degree of Nautical Science, will sharpen my knowledge knife,
Girls will be so impressed listening to the glamour of maritime college life,
But on the very first day of college itself, seniors stripped us to knickers,

Hope of degree in hand became a distant mirage, all I had was brooms and wipers,
Three years of college flew away amid mixed emotions of joy and pity, 

As if Gabbar’s horse chasing Basanti in adrenaline charged speedy ride,
With a few medals, friends and a precious job in my kitty,

Came out of college with chest swollen with pride,
About the upcoming cyclones in the ocean of life, how really ignorant I was…

Thinking now it seems, those days so much naive I was…

Amid the sorrow of separation from land, and nervousness of being “first time at sea”
Joined the defaulter’s list of ship, when Captain wished coffee and I prepared black tea…

Chief Officer saw me as punching bag, Life was full of frustration and gag,
Slowly but surely, I developed friendship with the fierce ocean,

Learning with Sextant to take sight and with parallel ruler to plot position, 
Educted one ballast tank, felt as if I can teach all about stripping to the Chief Officer,

Steered in the open sea, felt as if I can preach a few tips on ship handling to the Master,
With the pseudo confidence of a senior cadet, to become the first 2nd mate among batchmates,

How much impatient I was…
Thinking now it seems, those days how much naive I was…

Returned with license, hoping for more respect and a career as an “officer” to start,
Spent afternoons cleaning lifeboats, nights thinking of publication and chart,

Started spending more time with CCR, decks, and loadicator, 
Stripes increased to three and before I realized,  became a chief officer, 

With cadets and bosun ready to jump on my single order, 
The bull’s eye on new Dart board was only “the Captain’s chair”,

Wearing respect and fame with ease on my boiler suit sleeves, feeling great in able to solve any 
and all ship’s problems, I was.

Thinking now it seems, those days how much naive I was...

Improvement of my ROR learning was significant, now I could recite rule 2 faster,
But learning and comprehending were two different birds, I realized only after becoming Master,

Navigating in close quarters, I appeared more serious with a strict smile ban,
Mirror gazed at my grey hairs, an adventurous OOW  transforming into a boring Old man,

I was dancing to the tunes of owner, charterers and some grumpy inspector,
My literature books were hijacked by latest OCIMF revision of CDI and SIRE…

From cadet to master, I chased happiness and now feeling so dull,
Never realized that life was Capt. Subra’s books - just another great circle…

Engulfed in this nostalgic feeling, to call the duty officer I needed to clear my throat...
Standing on bridge wing, I could spot a rookie SIMS cadet timidly  

looking at me from sign on boat, 

Saw self as his epitome of professional success in this young cadet’s  
bright shiny eyes reflecting,

But knowing well, even after such an eventful journey of life – 
I still need to keep on improving…

Reminisces of a Master Mariner
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Day dawned on the slum,
The kids set out as usual,
With torn sacks in their tiny hands,
Hair strewn across their faces,
Their bright eyes, longing,
Hoping to find their “treasure” 

As they reach the dump yard,
They scatter around in search of “treasure”,
Their little hands exploring in the rubbish,
They scurry around, exuberantly.

“I claimed a two rupee coin!” exclaims one;
“I found a broken plate”, shouts another;
“I guess I can keep this comb”, a little girl 
thinks,
“How can one throw away a working wall 
clock?”
“Mother would use this 
Walking stick for firewood”
Soon their voices are filled with their voices,
Words of joy; on finding “treasure”

In this crowd, a young boy exclaims,
“I found a book!”
The search comes to a halt,
Everyone gathers around the boy,
Each, touching and admiring,
Their most wanted “treasure”
“Let’s not give this away!”
They all decide,
“How is it that someone threw away a book?”
“Let’s keep this forever!”
“After all, this is our Real Treasure!”

One boy sadly says,
“Maybe...someday, we will be able to read 
it!”

As the sun sets, the kids set out,
Their bags filled with their “daily treasure”,
And a special one for their “actual treasure”,
They head back to their slum,
To retire for the night,
To wake up on another day for “Treasure 
Hunting”

I wanted  to fly high, 
I wanted  to sail my life, 
But still I was  slack in my life
You think you knew me maa, 
But you didn’t ….

So far, I didn’t live up to  your expectations, 
I know yougave me all, 
What I needed to sail my life,
But in return, 
I gave you only disappointment from my side. 

Sometimes I failed, 
Under the influence of Bad stuff;
Sometimes I failed, because of my own bad 

habits;
Sometimes I failed to satisfy others;
Sometimes I failed because of my own 
perceptions. 

I deviated from my path maa. 
Now I have realized, 
If i am in toxic relation, it’s my fault.
If I am loser, it’s my fault;
If i am not making any progress, It’s my fault;
Now i know, the passion of  my life, 
Now  nobody can stop me from  achieving  
my goal. 
Now i start to believe in myself;
Now i try to satisfy myself;

Now i am surprised to see the change in 
myself. 

I will live up to your expectations not 
immediately but definitely. 
I assure you maa, I will win,  definitely…..

The Treasure...

I Assure You Maa…

Poem by:
Cdt. Ashwath Jagannath 
Shetty
GME-21, SIMS Lonavala

Photos by:
Cdt. Jithin P. Sathyan 

GME-21
SIMS Lonavala

Poem by:
Cdt. Chandan Kumar 

GME-21
SIMS Lonavala
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This incident took place on a product 
tanker when the author was sailing as 
second engineer. After loading and 
receiving bunker fuel in a SE Asian port, 
vessel set sail for a long voyage. Vessel 
had two main alternators driven by diesel 
engines running on fuel oil. The fuel was 
heated by an electric heater with automatic 
temperature control. A few days into the 
voyage, first black out took place with 
subsequent black outs in quick succession. 
Engineers took a full day to ascertain the 
issue and take preventive action. 

Events leading to the incident:
After taking in new bunkers, the vessel had 
previous bunker fuel in the Generator fuel oil 
service tank and that fuel was sufficient for 
next few days. When the new fuel entered the 
generator fuel oil system the trouble started.

The medium speed diesel engine was 
supplied heated fuel by an automatic viscosity 
controller, maintaining the fuel viscosity 
suitable for a medium speed diesel engine. 
This necessitated the fuel to be heated to 
about 140°C. The generator engine fuel lines 

Responses to previous issue case study - 
Situational Awareness: Issue 34 (July 2016) 

Q1. How can one improve situational 
awareness in a working environment?
a. The first step in achieving Situational 

Awareness is to become aware 
of the important elements in your 
environment. Start by noticing the 
threats that surround you. Then 
expand your awareness to other non-
threatening elements.

b. Use all physical senses for identifying 
the elements around the working area.

c. Prioritizing and delegating tasks and 
minimizing surrounding distractions

d. understanding multiple elements 
through the processes of pattern 
recognition, interpretation, and 
evaluation

e. Fatigue affects your ability to watch for 

S.Viswanathan, Principal
SIMS, Lonavala

Black Out Triggered by Incompatible Bunker Fuel

Thank you readers for the feedbacks and responses on the previous case study. Here’s a 
compilation of the answers received: 

possible danger or difficulties. 
f. Continually assess and reassess the 

situation and be alert for changes in the 
performance of those around you caused 
by work overload, stress, and mistakes.

Q2. Before undertaking a major overhaul 
on main propulsion engine in anchorage, 
what precautions are taken by the ship’s 
staffs?
a. Immobilization certificate and weather 

report to be obtained prior commencing 
the job.

b. Cargo transfer or bunker transfer to be 
done only with the permission of Master or 
Chief Engineer respectively .

c. Check and arrange the resources like 
special tools, spares and measuring 

* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study. 
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.

had all the paraphernalia of equipment such as 
booster pump, heater, suction and discharge 
filters and a mixing column. The mixing column 
was also fitted with a low level float switch, 
to change over fuel to Diesel oil in case of 
insufficient oil level in the mixing column.

Trouble Shooting: When the black outs 
became frequent, a thorough investigation 
was done on the fuel system. It became 
evident that the new bunker fuel received 
recently was not compatible with the existing 
bunker fuel and the lighter component in the 
new fuel was vaporizing in the mixing column 
causing vapour lock in the fuel suction line.

Fortunately, the vessel had 2 sets of settling 
and service tanks, and engineers could isolate 
one set for the Generator engines and the 
other set for Main engine. Main engine was 
not affected, as the fuel is heated to only about 
110°C.

Extent of damage/delay: 
1. Frequent black outs causing the ship’s 

plant to be shut down and re-started.
2. The risks to safe navigation due to 

uncertainty of propulsive power.
3. Time taken to flush out the new bunker fuel 

from the fuel lines and storage tanks. 

Moral of the story: “A stich in time saves 
nine“ goes the saying. If only, the ship’s staffs 
had been vigilant at the time of receiving new 
bunkers, they could have avoided the ordeal 
of blackouts. 

From the details provided and your 
knowledge about the diesel engines, 
please provide answers to the following 
regarding this case study.

1. What precautions are taken before 
bunker fuel is received on board?

2. What actions are taken if the bunker 
fuel is not as per the specifications?

3. What tests can be conducted 
onboard to ascertain the quality of 
the fuel received?

instruments 
d. Prioritize the work 

Q3. When a length of fire line has to 
be renewed on deck, what are safety 
precautions taken on board? 
a. Isolate the fire line for Engine room 

and accommodation and check the 
effectiveness

b. Alternative arrangements for fighting fire 
for the deck to be done prior opening 
the deck fire line.

c. Preferably “No Hot Work” to be done 
onboard, unless in ballast and gas free 
condition on tankers.

d. Check for any fire hazards and keep a 
fire watch on various areas. 
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Crossword Puzzle
Automation

Across
1.  Working limits of a controller is called ______
4.  Gives spring action in pneumatic systems
9.  Controller which has inherent offset
13.  Sustained deviation from the desired value
15.  Contoller by which rate of opening is controlled
17.  Device which takes the signals from transmitter
18.  Repetition of a process in cycles
19.  System which is operated by air under pressure is _____ system

Down
2.  _______ converts pressure into velocity
3.  Device which senses physical parameters of a system and converts 

it into a signal
5.  Provides an accurate valve stem position proportional to input 

signal
6.  Inverse of proportional band is called _______
7.  Does measurement of parameters from a distance
8.  Device which sends signals
10.  Flat strip placed after nozzle to restrict air flow
11.  A system is called ______ if it has a slow response
12.  Open shuts or regulates the flow of any fluid
14.  Difference in desired value and measured value
16.  Set of things working together as part of a mechanism
18.  A retardation in a signal movement

Answers

Across:
 1. RANGE 4. BELLOW 9. PROPORTIONAL 13. OFFSET 15. DERIVATIVE 17. RECEIVER 18. LOOP 19. PNEUMATIC

Down:
 2. NOZZLE 3.SENSOR 5. POSITIONER 6. GAIN 7. TELEMETER 8. TRANSMITTER 10. FLAPPER 11. SLUGGISH 12. VALVE 14. ERROR 16. SYSTEM 18. LAG

1 2

3

4

9

8

5 6

7

12

14

15

18

19

16

17

11

10

13
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The extended monsoon this year was 
particularly harsh on the SIMS cadets 
who crave to be outdoors, indulging in 
a refreshing game of cricket or football 
given their intensive training hours in 
the classrooms, labs and the workshop. 
The months of August and September 
saw these enthusiasts confined indoors, 
honing their skills in games like Table 
Tennis, Carrom and Chess, where rains 
cannot play the spoilsport. The Inter-house 
indoor games championship was held from 
6th September to 9th September 2016 at 
SIMS Lonavala campus. 

Cadet Avinash S Srivastava of Ganga house 
triumphed over Cadet Ishan Lohani of 

Inter-House Indoor Games Championship
Godavari house in the keenly fought Table 
Tennis singles final match. Ganga house 
prevailed further with valuable points when 
the duo of Cadets Aman Gupta and Akhilesh 
Bijalwan overcame stiff challenge from Cadets 
Rinku Kumar and Sankalp Gulati from Tapti 
house in the doubles version.

When it came to striking and securing the 
discs on the Carrom board, Kaveri reigned 
supreme in both the singles and doubles gold.  
Cadet Nitesh Kumar Singh of Kaveri house 
delighted the crowd with many a deft strikes 
to outplay Cadet Saurav of Tapti house. He 
teamed up with Cadet Somdeo Joshi to give 
Kaveri house their second gold in Carrom 
by winning the doubles match. Cadets Vivek 

Negi and Aman Gupta of Ganga house fought 
point for point but fell short in the end to finish 
with the runners-up trophy.

Cadet Ashutosh Kumar of Ganga house 
brought laurels to his camp by outwitting 
Cadet Varun Chandra Singh of Kaveri house 
in the game of Chess. Ganga house stood first 
in overall standings, where as Kaveri house, 
backed up by their heroics in Carrom matches, 
came a close second. 

Cadet Avinash S Srivastava of Ganga and Cadet Ishan Lohani 
of Godavari house at the Table Tennis Finals

Kaveri Team (Yellow) won both the single and double event 
Cdt. Ashutosh Kumar from the Ganga Team (Blue) winning the 
Chess Championship second year in a row.
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Samundra Spirit’s Editorial Team wishes you and 
your family a safe, happy and prosperous Diwali.

Excellent, very pleasing to eye, eco-friendly, 
comprehensive for both theoretical and practical 

maritime studies. Though Make in India and Skill India 
are buzz words since last two years, I can see these two 

being practicing since a decade or over – marvelous 
indeed. Also fully appreciated the “Be Indian” spirit 

of the man who made all this possible. All the best to 
Samundra and its spirit and soul. 

N.V.S.N Raju
Sr. Manager - Capability Building (Tech)

Hindustan Petroleum Corp Ltd

A most impressive faculty of excellent design. A 
pleasure to visit SIMS and meet with faculty staff

Thomas Campbell
Manager – Fleet Training & Cadets
Northern Marine Manning Services 

This tour of this site was very good and the team 
appear to be of a very high standard – I would have 

enjoyed being trained at such a site when my life at sea 
started.  Thank you everyone for their time.

Ian Quinn
Fleet Safety Specialist 

Northern Marine Management 

I am really honoured to witness an excellent and 
outstanding Maritime Training Institute and must salute 
the vision and hardwork of Mr. B.S. Teeka. The passing 
out ceremony of B.Tech and GME was conducted with 
lot of zeal and enthusiasm and kudos to Principal Mr. 

Vishwanathan and his team. 
On this occasion my family also witnessed the 

magnificent function and enjoyed the greener and 
scenic ambience of the institute. All the very best and 

wish you all good luck. 
Comdt. Sanjay Anchalwar

Deputy Director General of Shipping,
Directorate General of Shipping

Government of India

An excellent facility for the training of cadets. I am 
impressed with the infrastructure of the faculty.

Capt. Mahesh Garimella
Director – General Manager

Northern Marine Management 

Thank you to all for your time and hospitality 
Capt. John F. Konkola

Marine Risk Manager, Head of Ship Vetting
Neste Oil Ltd




